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"more on page Climate Emergency pg10...Climate Emergency pg10

...there isn’t anything more important than this! watch, listen...Greta speaks...let her teach you...Everything She Says
“We Are Striking to Disrupt the System”: An Hour with 16-Year-Old Climate Activist Greta Thun…

…on September the 20th Shut This Joint DOWN, turn everything off and walk out the door and out into the street…enough is enough…just follow the link and find your spot on the globe to take a stand…
‘Holy Smokes, This Thing Could Get HUGE’: NYC Public Schools to Let Students #ClimateStrike

“They are finally treating the crisis like a crisis,” said 14-year-old New Yorker and climate striker Alexandria Villaseñor.


…hey look folk’s, if you aren’t reading Commondreams you just aren’t getting the news…while you are there, why not donate?…

*****

Sanders First 2020 Democrat to Pledge, If Elected, All Top Appointees Will Back Fracking Ban and Bold Climate Action


“As president,” the pledge reads, “I pledge to only appoint individuals to environmental, energy, foreign policy, and national security positions in my administration that affirm the extent of the climate emergency we face, and support: banning fracking everywhere; halting all new fossil fuel infrastructure development; and banning fossil fuel exports.”

…is there any doubt who must be our next President?…”

*****
Trump opens protected Alaskan Arctic refuge to oil drillers

The Bureau of Land Management will offer leases to the 1.6m-acre coastal plain which is home to threatened polar bears


...more sicknesses from t___p...

Trump administration revokes Obama rule protecting wetlands and streams

Environmental advocates say millions will be left with less safe drinking water as activists plan court challenge

…here is the World Happiness Report issued in March of this year, by reading this maybe you’ll begin to understand why you feel the way you do… WHR19

World Happiness Report 2019

March 20, 2019

The World Happiness Report is a landmark survey of the state of global happiness that ranks 156 countries by how happy their citizens perceive themselves to be. This year’s World Happiness Report focuses on happiness and the community: how happiness has evolved over the past dozen years, with a focus on the technologies, social norms, conflicts and government policies that have driven those changes.


Leaked Email Suggests Trump Admin Pressuring UN Agency to Self-Censor on ‘Political Sensitivities’ Like Climate Crisis or Risk Defunding

Critics called the administration’s reported threat to cut funding “deeply worrying” and “blackmail.”


International Blackmail, there is no other name for this Bull Shit.

…sorry, more sickness…
DNC: “We do not owe voters an impartial or evenhanded primary”

Reported White House involvement takes NOAA scandal to new level

http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/reported-white-house-involvement-takes-noaa-scandal-new-level

Trump admin won’t give temporary protected status to Bahamians who fled Hurricane Dorian

The status would have let Bahamians work and live in the U.S. until it is deemed safe to return home.


Six people die from vaping, Trump bans flavored e-cigs; more than 10K killed by guns … crickets

‘The Moron Fascists’: ICE Fails to Properly Redact Document Proposing ‘Hyper-Realistic’ Urban Warfare Training Facility

“Sure feels like ICE is positioning itself to become an all encompassing, no accountability, paramilitary force.”

As AOC and Ayanna Pressley Demand Answers on Trump Policy That Would Deport Sick Kids, ICE Officials at Hearing Refuse to Talk

“This is a threat to the rule of law.”


NC Republican says vote to take away health care from 500,000 had to be today or ‘terrorists win’

Putting salt in the wound on this somber day, Rep. Saine used the most hideous defense you can imagine. He told reporters that if they hadn’t held a secretive vote this morning, on the anniversary of 9/11, the terrorists would have won. Here’s his exact, disgusting quote: “As a former firefighter and an American, I am appalled that anyone in our country would stop going about their normal business on this day. When we stop being a beacon of freedom, hope and democracy, then the terrorists win.”

…half million people, 500,000 people lost their healthcare in North Carolina on 9/11 by a vote by the republicans while the democrats were at a 9/11 remembrance ceremony…this is domestic terrorism, plain and simple…these people are sick, ugly sick, perverted and insane to treat their fellow countrymen in this manner…we are better than this…don’t ya think?…republicans are repulsive…
rep. jason saine is one sick f*%!!!

****

The Trump Administration Opened Secretive Tent Courts At The Border. The Public Is Not Allowed Inside.

“I don’t know any other word to describe this other than a sham,” a lawyer said.
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The Cruelty Is the Point

https://www.commondreams.org/further/2019/09/11/cruelty-point
…Gawd Dammit, we are better than this, are you not?…